


What is the Purpose of Job Evaluation?

The purpose of job evaluation is to provide a systematic way of establishing 

relativities between jobs within and without organisations. This provides a fair, 

equitable and defendable basis for decisions around reporting lines, levels of 

responsibility, position parameters and authorities, internal pay differentials (along 

with other factors), and the basis for external pay comparisons.

Where organisational structures have changed, a rigorous approach to evaluation is 

crucial to challenge historical perceptions about relative importance of roles.

A method of measuring and valuing the relative importance of positions within an 

organisation is becoming increasingly important in view of legislative requirements 

(Employment Equity Bill) that organisations in South Africa have to comply with.

Uses of Job Evaluation

1. Internal Relativities

Establishing the correct relationship of positions to one another within the 

organisation is a critical step in establishing fair and equitable pay practices. 

To establish overall organisational relativities, job evaluation remains the 

quickest and most effective method.



2. Market Comparison

No matter what the method of establishing job sizes or relativities is used, it 

is always necessary to have a mechanism that allows comparisons and 

measurement against relevant market information in order to ensure the 

market competitiveness of the organisation’s pay structure.  

3. Remuneration Management 

Job evaluation creates a rational structure upon which a wide range of 

remuneration decisions can be based.  It lays a foundation for managing 

pay, determining benefits and implementing incentive schemes.  The 

CALIBR8 method of job evaluation allows complete flexibility in linking job 

evaluation to reward – for example in creating a job grading structure that 

meets the specific needs of the organisation and can accommodate any of 

the “new” pay approaches in terms of skill and competency based pay 

systems.

4. Organisational Structuring and Diagnostics

An often-overlooked benefit of the CALIBR8 job evaluation method is the 

information it provides in terms of job relationships and organisational 

structure.  Structural patterns and anomalies can easily be determined and 

the CALIBR8 step difference principles can be used to re-engineer the 

organisation and create new organisational structures and relationships.

5.  Career Management

Through the CALIBR8 job evaluation is it possible to develop career ladders 

that define the logical career steps within a job or functional area.  This 

provides a valuable tool for structuring the career management process 

within organisations. In a competency based career ladder approach, for 

example, job evaluation can be used to establish the anchor points that 

determine the initial and ceiling market points of the career ladder and 

establishes a basis for managing remuneration in a broad based 

competency based system.



CALIBR8

Calibr8 has been developed in South Africa by a team of professionals who have been 

involved in the evaluation of work for a number of years. The standalone programme 

has been developed by an Engineer managing people, and is therefore developed with 

the end user in mind. The touch and feel of the initial programme has been used as 

the basis for the web enabled system that will be available from our United States 

offices.

Calibr8 addresses a number of issues identified with other evaluation systems (see net 

for the USA Federal report on JE Systems) namely:

 Existing evaluation systems either do not take modern understanding of job 

design  and  managerial  complexity  into  account,  or  are  based  on  an  old 

understanding of work which has become locked into their systems.

 Factors were often written too specifically to position in the company hierarchy, 

thus  becoming  self  fulfilling  prophesies  rather  than  independent  job 

measurements.

 In some cases factors tended to duplicate themselves across an entire system. 

The  Federal  Report  mentions  its  concern  that  in  a  particularly  well  known 

system, the selection of levels in factor 1 predetermined the selection of levels 

in factors 2 and 3 because of the language used which limited independent 

measurement of each of the factors.

 Whilst job evaluation systems need to be fairly rigid in order to provide for an 

international  quality standard, many companies were beginning to allow the 

evaluation  system to  make  managerial  decisions  on  their  behalf.  Decisions 

regarding  structure  and  strategic  impact  of  positions  have  tendered  to  be 

based on a universal “one fits all” set of definitions instead of the drivers that 

are really important in the business itself.



 The system allows the user to compare the results of the Calibr8 system to all 

the major evaluation systems in use in Southern Africa (The Southern African 

version).  These  conversions  are  obviously  approximations  as  one  can  only 

obtain the actual results of a particular system by using that system, but the 

equivalences are very accurate having been based on an analysis of a large 

sample of positions. 

o This allows our users to use any survey they wish in the market, and not 

be limited to the survey sold by the consultancy with the copyright on 

the specific evaluation system that they use. 

o In the case of older job evaluation systems, no longer maintained or 

quality  assured,  but  where  the  grade  levels  are  well  understood  in 

certain  industries,  A  Calibr8  evaluation  can  be  performed,  ensuring 

accuracy,  and then converted to the grade levels of the unsupported 

system.

Key Aspects of the System

The system is built as a point factor comparison system, which allows the results to 

be  used  to  assist  with  logical  structuring  and  reporting  relationships,  as  well  as 

informing logical promotion opportunity decisions. It should however be noted that 

any such system should only be used as an input to such decisions, and accurate as 

the  system  may  be,  it  should  never  over-ride  good  managerial  decision  making 

regarding these aspects. 

The knowledge definitions of the system have used the emerging NQF level language 

as a basis for its own knowledge definitions (lower levels). Where the NQF levels were 

not evenly spaced, or have not been able to measure business acumen, this has been 

addressed in the scaling of the knowledge definitions. (Note, the definitions, whilst 

aligned to an NQF understanding, are not the NQF definitions)

At Executive  and Senior  Management  levels,  the Knowledge definitions  reflect  the 

modern understanding of the knowledge required at top levels, including the need for 

conceptual and strategic capability.



KNOWLEDGE MEASUREMENTS SCREEN

Judgment (Called Thinking Impact) is introduced to cover the requirements for mental 

strain as required by most countries  that have noted their requirements for a fair 

evaluation system. This aspect also considers how great an impact judgment will have 

on the strategic intent of the company.

Complexity is considered along with Thinking Impact, and allows one to measure the 

results of judgment within the framework of the complexity of situations. It has been 

stated that apart from decision making (linked to size of impact of decisions); the 

biggest  impact  on  executive  job  size  is  complexity.   The  Calibr8  system uses  a 

complexity measure throughout all levels of evaluation, and recognises this as a major 

factor  in  discriminating  between  different  levels  of  position.  At  lower  ends,  the 

complexity definitions consider the number of different job or knowledge aspects that 

need to be coordinated by the role, whilst at the higher levels, the definitions are 

based on an understanding of Stratified Systems.



COMPLEXITY MEASUREMENT SCREEN

The final aspect of the standard system looks at delivery (contribution), which is a 

logical consequence of knowledge and judgment being applied to a job within a given 

complexity  framework.  This  ensures  that  the  system  recognizes  the  individual 

contribution  in  real  terms,  and not  merely  in  terms  of  potential.  The  relationship 

between judgment and delivery also acts as a test of our evaluations.

Contribution consists  of  two main elements  being the Decision Making the role  is 

expected to make in order to make “things” happen,  and the impact that “things 

happening” will have on the business.  Whilst Calibr8 will use Financial Indicators to 

allocate the size category for the company as a whole, the impact measures in the 

system are based on the closeness of the impact to the company strategy (or at what 

level does job performance impact the company).  



CONTRIBUTION MEASUREMENT SCREEN

No financial indicators are considered below the level of CEO, deliberately to allow for 

the emerging fact that Currency and Knowledge based positions can have equally high 

levels of impact in today’s world, and the measurement system must not discriminate 

against, or favour either, but must measure overall impact accurately and fairly.

The results of the standard system can quickly be converted, through the use of an 

equivalence table, to results obtained on any other major system in use in southern 

Africa.

A quality assurance programme is in place to assist clients to ensure efficacy and 

maintain accuracy. 



FINAL SCREEN

The final screen shows the complete evaluation, detailing each of the elements, and 

providing the overall total evaluation result.  On this screen, a pre-configured table 

can be accessed showing approximate cross reference grades for other well known 

evaluation systems.

One of the problems evaluation committees often face is that evaluations can be 

challenged years after they were finalized, and unless clear records have been kept of 

any additional factors taken into account during an evaluation, it can be difficult to 

defend evaluations. There is a text box on this final screen that allows the committee 

to capture any relevant information that was taken into account in finalizing the 

evaluation.



The Process

The usual process to implement the Calibr8 Job Evaluation system is as follows:

1. Evaluate the Chief Executive role and Quality Assure the evaluation.

2. Based on the CEO Evaluation, a decision is made regarding the limits of the 

measures to be used for the balance of the organisation.  All other positions 

are measured in terms of their impact on the organisation, and their 

“nearness” to strategy.

3. Evaluate all other positions within the company 

4. Provide salary data against the evaluations to show what the selected 

market pays. 

5. Develop the short term solution, if required, to correct existing anomalies in 

pay in the organisation.

6. Develop the architecture of the Remuneration Strategy that will ensure that 

Reward is used to focus the organisation on its identified business 

objectives, future direction, required culture, and core values that need to 

be supported in order to steer the company towards the envisioned future 

company.

 All positions are evaluated on the same continuum thus ensuring a fair and equitable 

approach. The central Calibr8 Organisation provides a second level of assurance, as 

they monitor the quality and standards of evaluation across all users.

 



Some of the advantages of the system are that:

 The  System is  aligned/correlated  to  the  most  widely  used  methods  of  job 

evaluation such as Patterson, Hay and Peromnes.  The system does not give 

results  in  these  other  systems,  but  provides  approximate  cross  references 

based on what could reasonably have been expected had one evaluated the 

position  using  one of  the  other  methods.  This  allows  complete  freedom in 

comparing positions across companies using different evaluation systems, and 

in using the remuneration survey of your choice and not being limited to those 

based on a single evaluation methodology.

 The point  score method measures the absolute size of  a position by giving 

values – on a set and consistent scale - to a number of key components of the 

job.

 The methodology contains a number of in-built checks and balances to ensure 

accuracy, consistency and equity.

 The method is seamless, meaning that all jobs are measured according to the 

same factors thus ensuring internal consistency.

 The alignment/correlation provides for a direct  comparison of  job sizes and 

remuneration levels within and outside the Organisation.

To ensure meaningful alignment with compensation objectives an optional additional 

risk factor of Working Conditions measures the different conditions,  physical  effort 

and strain, hazards, discomfort and danger. Organisations often recognise this factor 

by introducing allowances such as an underground allowance but it is often necessary 

to introduce better measurements and rationale into the allowance concept. This can 

be  built  into  the  system,  with  a  standard  evaluation  plus  a  score  for  special 

compensable items being generated. The Special  Compensable Items are however 

designed specifically per company, and are not part of the standard Calibr8 system.
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